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 “Unicorns, Thistles and Renaissance Realism” - David Guest Unveiling 

the Renaissance Heritage of Scottish Royal Coinage of James III at the 

NSI-NB Event, Denman Intl., 01/09/2017 

 
For many decades the reputation of medieval Scottish coinage has been held in high regard for its 

intransigent identity and great innovations which can only be matched by the amount of peculiarities 

found in the currency denominations and symbolism. For centuries it seems to have been resisting 

the conventions of the regal English coinage, while at the same time tending towards broader 

outreach and homogeneity with the latter, making Scottish coins a precursor of the great union of the 

two nations.  

It all began when, following the capture of the English mint at Carlisle in 1136, the first king of Scots, 

David I of Scotland (1124-1153), struck his first silver pennies in the fashion of their English issues of 

Henry I and Stephen. Although the later English coins turned out to favour a facing portrait of the 

monarch on the obverse and pellets in the quarters on the reverse, whereas the Scots adhered to the 

profile imagery and mullets in the quarters, the metal fineness, weights and partitioning of the coin 

field were kept very similar to each other over the next two centuries. This parity would facilitate dual 

currency circulation and trade, particularly in the troublous border regions.  

The following prolonged period of continued devaluation of the Scottish currency under David II of 

Scotland (1329-1371) to Robert III of Scotland (1390-1406), accompanied by concurrent attempts to 

adopt more English-looking designs, arguably in hope to pass lightweight Scottish change for the fine 

English one, severely affected the reputation of the Scottish currency, which was even banned from 

England in 1356 and valued a half of their English equivalent by 1392. The English “influence” 

eventually declined, giving way to new Burgundian models adopted in the reign of James III of Scotland 

(1460-1488). It was the time when the Northern Renaissance first kicked in “the land o’ the leal”, filling 

all dents of the Scots’ groove with new ideas and technologies.  

At the time of James III, the Scottish coinage witnessed probably the highest peak of 

unconventionalism, deriving from the social and technological innovations of the pan-European 

phenomenon. Indeed, the Renaissance brought forth radically new system of liberating ideas and 

values – political, economic and artistic. It was the time when the morale guts of social prosperity and 

justice were turned upside-down, from medieval parsimony, chastity, obedience and feudal servitude 

opening up to the universal rule of wealth, individual freedom and humanism, as the engines of social 

development of the post-medieval Europe. It was the time of greatest social experiments on 

unprecedented scale, by the try-and-error method; the time when pomp, curiosity, arts and science 

carved new planes of the economy, paving the way to sometimes grotesque phenomena, like the tulip 

mania, and to the Age of Exploration alike.  It was the time of liberated wealth and commerce giving 

equal opportunities to everybody, whether one was a guilder, a merchant or a king striking coins in 

his own name. Profit, not prayer, has since become the backbone of the human faith and allegiance.   

On the first day of September 2107, a young, yet most experienced in all matters of the hobby and 

trade, Scottish numismatist Mr David Guest visited, in passing, Belfast, where he had been invited to 

by the Numismatic Society of Ireland - Northern Branch (www.numsocirelandnb.com). He presented 

a talk, intriguingly entitled “Unicorns, Thistles and Renaissance Realism: The Coinage of James III, King 

of Scots”, concerning the innovative coinage of James III of Scotland. As usual for such an occasion, 

the event was hosted by Dr John F. Rainey, MBE, at the premises of Denman International in Bangor, 

Co. Down. It is probably due to the kindness of the host and delicious finger buffet arranged by 

http://www.numsocirelandnb.com/
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Mrs Sally Rainey that we all are looking forward to, as much as for the guest speakers at Denman, that 

the event had an excellent turnout and a great buzz. 

As a way of introduction, David briefly outlined his career and the roots of his particular interest in the 

coinage of James III. David grew up in Kippen, a village in west Stirlingshire, Scotland. The place is not 

far from the stream of Sauchie Burn, some 2 miles south of Stirling, where on 11 June 1488, King James 

III of Scotland, aged just 36, met his 

death in the battle against rebellious 

nobles allied with his son James. The 

proximity effect was one of the reasons 

why young David developed his interest 

in this period of the Scottish history. 

Another influence was his work at Spink 

where he contributed amply to different 

publications, including two important 

auction catalogues of gentleman’s 

collections of Scottish coins, most 

notably The Lucien Lariviere Collection 

of Scottish Coins (2006).  

After working for six years in the coin department of Spink, David joined the Classical Numismatic 

Group (CNG) in 2010. A specialist in the coins and medals of the British Isles, his expertise covers both 

the hammered and milled series. At CNG he has gained extensive experience handling Ancient and 

World coins. Based in the London office he regularly attends fairs and auctions in the UK, Europe and 

the United States buying for stock and representing our clients. David has an MA from Cambridge 

University where he read History at Fitzwilliam College. He is a council member of the British 

Numismatic Society and the British Numismatic Trade Association. In 2015 David was selected by the 

International Association of Professional Numismatists to speak at the 'Numismatics in the 21st 

Century' round table event at the International Numismatic Congress in Taormina, Sicily. 

In David’s words, what makes studying Scottish coins so fascinating a topic, is their resilience to give 

up their secrets even to the greatest numismatic minds over the past two centuries. Besides, the 

coinage of James III of Scotland features some extremely rare series, numerous innovations (e.g., 

billon coins), close links with historical narratives, new symbolism and language of identity, as well as 

a new realism in portraiture, notably the three-quarter lifelike portrait of the monarch, which arguably 

was the first of its kind in Northern Europe of 1470s. In his lecture, David aimed to unfold the driving 

force beyond the innovations and argued that the changes were influenced by the Northern 

Renaissance which reached Scotland during the reign of James III through the trade links with the 

continent. A few names were to be mentioned for their key contributions to the new coinage of 

Scotland.  

The historical assessment of the personality and deeds of James III is based on the polar views. 

Although the 16th century opinions, notably that expressed by George Buchanan and echoed by some 

modern historians, with Alan Massie to be mentioned amongst the latter, portray the King as a miser 

and blame him for the promotion of low-born councillors and debasement of the currency, there are 

also more balanced views on the King’s actions in the historical context. Starting with a short biography 

of James III of Scotland, David paused on the early life of the young King under the regency of 

successive government factions, from the first one led by his mother, Mary of Guelders (1460–1463) 

until Robert, Lord Boyd (1466–1469). In 1461 Berwick was ceded to Scotland by Margaret of Anjou on 

behalf of her husband, Henry VI, in return for help against the Yorkists during the Wars of the Roses. 

The battle of Sauchieburn (1488) 
Illustration for Hutchinson's History of the Nations 

(Hutchinson, c 1915) 
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When the Boyds took came to power, they had James married Margaret of Denmark in July 1469 at 

Holyrood Abbey, Edinburgh. The princess’ dowry included Orkney and Shetland Islands, and the 

marriage produced three sons. Eventually, the Boyd faction made themselves very unpopular with the 

King, notably due to their self-aggrandisement, which resulted in King’s breaking with them and 

execution of the family of Sir Alexander Boyd by James in 1469. The sovereign rule of the King went 

through the ambitions plans for continental expansion, marriage alliance with England and a conflict 

of James with his brothers, Alexander, Duke of Albany, and John, Earl of Mar. The former fled to France 

in 1479, accused of treason and breaking of the alliance, while the latter died suspiciously in 1480 in 

Edinburgh, with his estates being subsequently forfeited. The alliance with England eventually 

collapsed, resulting in the invasion to Scotland in 1482 led by the Richard, Duke of Gloucester, the 

future Richard III of England, and joined by the Duke of Albany. James was arrested by his noblemen 

and imprisoned in the Edinburgh Castle, while the country was ruled by the lieutenant-general Albany. 

The English, unable to take the castle, eventually returned home, taking Berwick-upon-Tweed for the 

last time. After a short imprisonment and with the aid of his kinsmen, James, by bribes and political 

intrigues, overturned the government of Albany and restored to the powers throughout 1483. James’ 

politics after restoration proved to be as much unpopular with the nobility as it was before, particularly 

his continued attempts to set alliance with England, his favouritism towards the courtiers unpopular 

with the powerful nobles, as well as his estrangements with his wife and the eldest son. A chain of 

arguments with disaffected nobles led to the rebellion in 1488 during which James was killed at the 

battle of Sauchieburn.   

Moving on to the Scottish coinage, David started with an 

outline of the currency affairs immediately prior to the reign 

of James III. By that time, the Scots had been ejected from the 

sterling area due to their manipulations with the currency. 

The weights were reformed relentlessly and the coinage 

replenishment was very sporadic. The hoard evidence 

suggests that nearly half of the coins in circulation were 

English groats from London and Calais mints, alongside the 

old Scottish groats struck under David II, Robert II and James 

I. Stylistically the Scottish groats were distinguished from 

their English counterpart by crowns in two quarters on the 

reverse.  

The first experiment with the currency under James III was the issue of so-called “black money” 

farthings of 1465, which were the first regal copper money of Scotland, and which can only be pre-

dated by the Irish St Patrick’s copper half-farthings of circa 1460-61. The first silver coins struck in the 

name of James III were continuation of the earlier coin types of James II, viz., with the groat of 12 

pence Scots. The light silver issue of 1467, comprised of 12d groats and 6d half-groats, featured 

mullets instead of crowns in two quarters on the reverse. Both denominations were minted in 

Edinburgh and Berwick. There are two varieties of the groat bearing the letters T and L by King’s neck, 

attributed to the moneyers Thomas Tod and Alexander Levingstoun. The innovative feature of the 

half-groat coins was the use of Arabic numeral after the King’s name, the first use of an Arabic numeral 

on any coin of the British Isles. It is noteworthy that James III was the only King of Scotland of the 

Stuart dynasty who struck coins at Berwick, since the city was re-captured in 1482 by Richard, Duke of 

Gloucester.     
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In the 1470s, billon gained greater importance in the currency. The plack, half-plack and penny were 

minted in Edinburgh. Apparently, their design was influenced by the contemporary currency of the 

Low Countries. In particular, the billon plack of 1471 was very similar to the double patard of Charles 

the Bold, Duke of Burgundy.  

The base silver three-quarter profile issue of 1475 was a new departure in the coin portraiture. It had 

been previously assigned by some scholars to a different reign, but in 1952 Ian Stewart finally 

vindicated the earlier Burns’ attribution of this series to James III.  

David argued that inspiration for the new portrait design may have been derived from the Trinity 

Altarpiece, attributed to Hugo van der Goes, one of the 

most significant Flemish painters of the late 15th century.  

The two panels of the altarpiece are the wings of a triptych 

and show, on one side, James III (accompanied by his son 

James, presented by St Andrew) and Margaret of Denmark 

(presented by another saint, probably St George), while on 

the other side the same panels depict the Holy Trinity 

worshipped by the donor Edward Bonkil. Edward Bonkil 

belonged to a family of Edinburgh merchants who traded 

with the Low Countries and he became Provost of the 

Collegiate Church of the Holy Trinity in Edinburgh. The 

triptych was apparently commissioned for the church 

sometime in the mid 1470’s after Bonkil travelled to the 

Low Countries. The King’s posture, hairstyle and crown in 

the triptych and on the coins have a great deal of similarity 

with the portrait of the base issue Groat.  

One intriguing feature of the painting is the thistles embroidered on the tapestry behind the kneeling 

King. Thistles were also adopted by James III on his regal coinage of 1475 for the first time. The 

apocryphal legend has it that an invading Norse army was attempting to sneak up at night upon a 

Scottish army's encampment. The Norsemen went barefoot, but one of them had a misfortune to step 

upon a thistle. His cry awakened Scots, who were quick to arms to successfully defend themselves. 

The exact reasons why James III chose the thistle as a symbol for his dynasty are uncertain. However, 

the complexity of chivalry in late Medieval Europe forced many powerful dynasties to adapt a simple 

badge.  

 

SCOTLAND. James III. 1460-1488. AR Groat  
Light issue. Berwick mint. Struck circa 1467 (Courtesy of Classical Numismatic Group Inc.) 
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Another peculiarity of the King’s panel in the Trinity Altarpiece is the absence of a double tressure 

from the arms of Scotland. This seems to be consistent with the new design of the gold coins struck 

to James III in 1475. The new gold rider of 23 shillings Scots shows apparent Burgundian influence, cf., 

Cavalier d'or of Philip the Good, mm. Bruges, Belgium Flanders. Moreover, the rider’s hat on the 

Scottish coin is represented by a heraldic helmet with the top which looks very similar to the lion 

rampart on the Trinity Altarpiece panel. The lion in the painting is facing right to view the Divinity 

depicted on the lost central panel, in contrast to the arms of Scotland on the coins. 

The mintage of the “black money”, also known as “Cochrane’s Placks” after Robert Cochrane, Earl of 

Mar, who advise on the issue, irritated the nation and drew silver and gold out of circulation in 1480’s. 

The Trinity Altarpiece  
Hugo van der Goes (c. 1440-1482) 

(National Galleries of Scotland) 

 

 

James III Portrait 
Comparison of the silver groat of 1475 with the Trinity Altarpiece painting   

 

 

Scottish Regalia 
Comparison of the gold rider of 1475 with the Trinity Altarpiece painting   
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After restoration, James III struck a new gold coin in 1484 – the gold unicorn of 18 shillings Scots. The 

obverse shows a unicorn holding a shield with the Scottish lion rampart, while the reverse depicts a 

large estoile or, possibly, a solar symbol over cross fleury, symbolising celestial goodness of the King. 

In passing, David mentioned the key contribution by Joan Elisabeth Lowther Murray (née Clarke) MBE, 

in establishing the sequence of the complex series of gold unicorns of James III. Former cryptanalyst, 

and a colleague and a friend of Alan Turing’s, she worked on codebreaking projects at Bletchley Park 

during the WWII. After meeting her husband, who had published work on the Scottish coinage of the 

16th and 17th centuries, she developed a keen interest in numismatic history. In 1986, her research 

was recognised by the British Numismatic Society when she was awarded the Sanford Saltus Gold 

Medal. It occurred to us that the hobby of numismatics can provide a worthy occupation even for a 

“beautiful mind” in its free time. 

The symbolism of the new gold coinage of James III was the most peculiar one.  For the first time 

anywhere in the world, the image of unicorn appeared on a regal gold coinage. The unicorn is a 

mythical creature that has been described, since antiquity, as a beast with a single pointed horn 

projecting from its forehead. It was known in different forms to the Civilization of Indus Valley, to 

ancient Greeks and to the Romans, as well as to the Biblical writers. In the Medieval Europe, the 

unicorn often appeared as a white horse with a long, spiralling horn on its forehead, and it symbolised 

chastity and grace. It could be trapped only by a virgin, and its horn was said to have the power to 

render poisoned water potable and to heal sickness. In medieval bestiary, a unicorn seized by a maiden 

stood for the Incarnation. In David’s words, [1]: “In the furtive late medieval imagination the Unicorn 

had become both a symbol of Christ and also a symbol of ideal chaste masculine love. It seems that 

the amorous James I first came enchanted the Unicorn while in captivity in England. Once in Scotland 

the Unicorn becomes intimately associated with the person of the king. On the new gold coinage the 

Unicorn, with its purgative power, would serve as a powerful symbol of good triumphing over evil in 

a divided nation.” 

“There has been extensive discussion by scholars over whether James, keen to keep up with other 

European monarchs, attempted to institute an order of chivalry which took the unicorn as it’s device,” 

– continued David. In particular, Katie Stevenson in Chivalry and Knighthood in Scotland 1424-1513 

argues that no such Order existed at the time. A piece of rather disputable evidence that some scholars 

draw upon to support the title of the Order was presented by David, who does not share their opinion. 

The artefact is located in the Jeruzalemkerk, Bruges. The tombstone of Anselm Adornes features the 

chain of the knighthood. In the autumn of 1468, Adornes travelled to Scotland at the head of a 

La Dame à la licorne 
Tapestries c. 1550, Flandres 

 (Musée national du Moyen Âge, Paris) 
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diplomatic mission aimed to negotiate the return of the Scottish merchants to Bruges, who had been 

banned to trade with Flanders by the Scottish Parliament in 1467. The negotiations with James III and 

the Scottish Parliament proved successful, and the merchants returned to Bruges in the spring of 1470. 

For his personal contribution to the parley, Adornes received a knighthood from James III and was 

named a royal councillor subsequently. The description left by his son John Adornes in 1471 of a 

knightly insignia belonged to his father seems to be the sole evidence of the Order of Unicorn.  

 

After the excursion into the new symbolism of the Scottish unicorn, David finally approached the main 

issue of 1484-1488 of 14d silver groats. The coins of this issue feature a beautiful three-quarter 

portrait of the King on the obverse. The portrait execution shows strong influence of the arts of the 

Low Countries, cf., Portrait of a Man with an Arrow by Hans Memling, c. 1478-1480. The silver groats 

were struck in Edinburgh and Aberdeen, in the latter case from the obverse dies of Edinburgh.  

 

Another, heavy issue of 14d groats (known as the Rough issue) was struck at the same time at an 

emergency mint, possibly in 1488 during the civil war. The King’s portrait is executed in the medieval 

fashion, as Murray has argued, by the rebels, has with draped facing bust and the crown of five fleurs. 

The reverse shows archaic pellets and crowns in alternate angles.  

The tombstone of Anselm Adornes 
Jeruzalemkerk, Bruges 

Plaque to Anselm Adornes 
St Michaels Church, Linlithgow 

Portrait of a Man with an Arrow 
Hans Memling, c. 1478-1480  

Besides Silver Groat of James III of Scotland, main issue 1484-1488 (Courtesy of SPINK&SON)  
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Concluding his talk, David reinstated the main theses that he had presented to the NSI members, 

particularly highlighting his opinion that the new, Renaissance-style portraiture on the Scottish groats 

of Janes III was influenced by the arts of the Low Countries and was brought to Scotland by rich 

merchants and ambassadors, notably those from Bruges. Alongside that, new regal symbolism and 

new coin materials (e.g., billon) also arrived and were experimented with. 

The conclusion was met by a big round of applause. Dr John Rainey expressed everyone’s feeling that 

the lecture was of the highest calibre and was as much inspiring as its previous edition presented in 

New York earlier this year. A lot of interesting points and opinions came across, particularly concerning 

the new realism inspired by the artistic developments of the Northern Renaissance. In contrast, the 

Irish coinage of the same period was not so praiseful and 

ample in design. The Society Chairperson Alan Dunlop echoed 

John’s feedback and added that it was absolutely a great 

insight in one of the most interesting periods of the Scottish 

history, and its murderous monarchs, many of whom lost their 

lives in all sort of circumstances.  On behalf of the Numismatic 

Society of Ireland, Alan presented the speaker with the Society 

Anniversary Medal and wished David future success in his 

career as a top numismatist in the field of Scottish and UK 

coinage, as well as new discoveries to share with his friends in 

Belfast and all across the world. The meeting closed and all 

departed fantasising what it would look like if the waves of the 

15th century European Renaissance had also struck the 

contemporary Irish society and coinage?  

 

The meeting notes were taken by Alexey Shitvov, Member NSI-NB. The images and chronologies were 

borrowed from the open Internet resources, unless stated otherwise. For comments and corrections, 

please contact the NSI-NB Editorial Board via https://www.numsocirelandnb.com/contact  
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